Triangle Neckerchief/Headscarf
By Deja Jetmir

Skill Level: Easy

Special Stitches:

Materials:

Tall CH: This will be used instead of a CH 3.
You will pull up a loop as tall as a DC, then
lock it in with another CH. Your first DC will
be worked in the first ST of the row. The tall
CH does not count as a ST.

180 yards of Zealana Air Yarn in shade A08
•
•

25 grams/191 yards per ball
Substitute with any lace weight yarn

Crochet Hook: 4mm [US-F]
Gauge: 2" = 9 linked DCs and 6 rows
Finished Measurements: approx. 26"
across and 10 high
See a step-by-step video tutorial for this
motif at: www.crocheteverafter.com
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Linked DC: Without a YO, insert your hook
through the previous DC's horizontal post,
YO and pull up a loop through the post,
insert your hook into the next ST, YO, pull
up loop, YO, pull loop through first two
loops, YO, pull loop through last two loops.
Note: See video for help on making these
STS.
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Note: Your first DC of each row will be a
regular DC (not linked), The tall CH will be
made, then the DC in the first ST of the row.
All stitches made after will be linked.

Alternate Use:

Row 1:DC, linked DC 3 times into a magic
adjustable loop. 4 STS
Note: This will give a better beginning point
than working into a chain stitch. See video
for more info.
Row 2: Turn, tall CH, DC, [linked DC 3 times
in next ST] 2 times, linked DC in last ST. 8
STS

Makes a great headscarf!

Row 3: Turn, tall CH, DC, linked DC 3 times
in next ST, linked DC across to last 2 STS,
linked DC 3 times in next ST, linked DC in
last ST.12 STS
Row 4-31: Repeat RND 3. 124 STS on last
Row.
Note: Each row will be increased by 4 STS if
you want to keep track of your ST count on
the repeat rows.
Fasten off and weave in ends.
Abbreviations Used:
CH: chain
DC: double crochet
ST(S): stitch(es)
YO: yarn over
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